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AimAim of the of the researchresearch
Investigate the Investigate the processprocess of L2 of L2 parameterparameter resettingresetting in the in the domaindomain of  of  

nominalnominal syntaxsyntax

SyntacticSyntactic domaindomain investigatedinvestigated
GermanGerman SaxonSaxon genitive genitive constructionsconstructions; ; anan optionoption availableavailable in in GermanGerman

butbut notnot in in ItalianItalian
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MorphosyntacticMorphosyntactic propertiesproperties of of GermanGerman SaxonSaxon genitive genitive constructionsconstructions

(i)(i) The case The case affixaffix --s attaches to bare proper s attaches to bare proper namesnames (BPN (BPN PossPoss henceforthhenceforth) and ) and 
kinshipkinship terms onlyterms only

(ii)(ii) The Saxon genitive cannot be introduced by determinersThe Saxon genitive cannot be introduced by determiners
(iii)(iii) In the In the SaxonSaxon genitive genitive constructionconstruction the definiteness of the noun phrase the definiteness of the noun phrase dependsdepends

on the on the definitenessdefiniteness of the of the possessorpossessor nounnoun

(1)a(1)a Ilses/MuttersIlses/Mutters rote Tascherote Tasche
IlseIlse--GEN/motherGEN/mother--GEN red bag GEN red bag 
““IlseIlse’’s/the mothers/the mother’’s red bags red bag””

b   b   *die/eine Ilses rote Tasche*die/eine Ilses rote Tasche
*the/a Ilse*the/a Ilse--GEN red bagGEN red bag

c    c    **FrausFraus roterote TascheTasche
womanwoman--GEN red badGEN red bad

““the womanthe woman’’s red bags red bag””

d    d    die rote Tasche der die rote Tasche der FrauFrau
““the the redred bad of the womanbad of the woman””
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MorphosyntacticMorphosyntactic propertiesproperties of of ItalianItalian possessive possessive constructionsconstructions
containingcontaining a BPN a BPN PossPoss

(i)(i) The BPN The BPN PossPoss isis licensedlicensed postnominallypostnominally through the through the prepositionpreposition di di 
(ii)(ii) The possessive construction is introduced by a determinerThe possessive construction is introduced by a determiner
(iii)(iii) The possessive construction does not have definiteness The possessive construction does not have definiteness inheritanceinheritance. . 

The The definitenessdefiniteness of the of the nounnoun phrasephrase doesdoes notnot dependdepend on the on the 
definitenessdefiniteness of the of the possessorpossessor

(2)a(2)a La/una borsa rossa di IlseLa/una borsa rossa di Ilse
the/a bag red of the/a bag red of IlseIlse’’s  s  

bb *la*la/una (di) /una (di) IlseIlse borsa rossaborsa rossa

cc la/una sua borsa rossala/una sua borsa rossa
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TheoreticalTheoretical backgroundbackground

(i)(i) Split DSplit D (Haegeman (2004), Giusti (2005), (2006) based on work by Rizzi ((Haegeman (2004), Giusti (2005), (2006) based on work by Rizzi (1997) on the clausal left periphery)1997) on the clausal left periphery)

MultiMulti--layeredlayered DP; the nominal D parallels the clausal C and also consists of DP; the nominal D parallels the clausal C and also consists of separeteseparete
functionalfunctional headsheads;;

(ii)(ii) More than one position available for the licensing of More than one position available for the licensing of 
possessorspossessors (Szabolcsi (1983), (1987), (1994)), De Wit (1997), (Szabolcsi (1983), (1987), (1994)), De Wit (1997), CardinalettiCardinaletti (1998), Longobardi (2000), (1998), Longobardi (2000), 
GavrousevaGavrouseva (2000), (2000), HaegemanHaegeman (2004))(2004))

PossessorsPossessors are are mergedmerged inside the inside the lexicallexical layerlayer and and maymay target target differentdifferent positionspositions
withinwithin the DP;the DP;

(iii)(iii) NP raising analysisNP raising analysis (Shlonsky (2003), Cinque (2005)a and (2005)b)(Shlonsky (2003), Cinque (2005)a and (2005)b)

The noun is merged inside the lexical layer and moves through thThe noun is merged inside the lexical layer and moves through the DP as a maximal e DP as a maximal 
projection rather projection rather thanthan asas a bare head;a bare head;

(iv)(iv) APAP’’s universal hierarchys universal hierarchy (Crisma (1993), Cinque (1994))(Crisma (1993), Cinque (1994))

Adjectives are maximal projections merged in specifieAdjectives are maximal projections merged in specifier positions of functional nodes r positions of functional nodes 
and are hierarchically ordered and are hierarchically ordered accordingaccording toto theirtheir semanticsemantic propertiesproperties
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DerivationDerivation assumedassumed forfor GermanGerman SaxonSaxon genitive genitive constructionsconstructions

[[SpecDFinPSpecDFinP IlsesIlsesii [[DFinDFin [[SpecIPSpecIP ttii [[I I [[SpecFPSpecFP roterote[[F F [[SpecFPSpecFP TascheTaschejj [[FF [[SpecNPSpecNP ttii [[NPNP ttjj]]]]]]]]]]]]

(i)(i) BPN BPN PossPoss
TwoTwo--stepstep movementmovement; ; 
(a) from the merged position SpecNP to SpecIP in order (a) from the merged position SpecNP to SpecIP in order to check to check 
[+case] feature[+case] feature
(b) from SpecIP to (b) from SpecIP to SpecDFinPSpecDFinP in in orderorder toto checkcheck a [a [+def+def] ] featurefeature

(ii)(ii) NPNP
ItIt movesmoves fromfrom the the mergedmerged position position toto the the specifierspecifier of a of a lowlow functionalfunctional
nodenode projectedprojected aboveabove the the lexicallexical layerlayer in in orderorder toto checkcheck phiphi--
featuresfeatures
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DerivationDerivation assumedassumed forfor ItalianItalian possessive possessive constructionsconstructions
containingcontaining a BPN a BPN PossPoss

[[DFinDFin la [la [IPIP…… [[SpecFPSpecFP borsaborsajj [[F F [[SpecFPSpecFP rossa[rossa[FF [[SpecNPSpecNP di Ilse [di Ilse [NPNP ttjj]]]]]]]]]]]]

(i)(i) BPN BPN PossPoss
ItIt isis licensedlicensed in in situsitu through the through the insertioninsertion of the of the prepositionpreposition didi . . AsAs a a 
consequenceconsequence, the , the DFinDFin position position isis filledfilled withwith a a determinerdeterminer..

(ii)(ii) NPNP
It moves from the merged position to the specifier of aIt moves from the merged position to the specifier of an intermediate  n intermediate  
functional node functional node crossingcrossing over over ““lowlow”” APsAPs (i.e. (i.e. adjectivesadjectives of color, of color, 
adjectivesadjectives of of nationalitynationality))
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ParameterParameter resettingsresettings involvedinvolved in the in the acquisitionacquisition of of GermanGerman
SaxonSaxon genitive genitive constructionsconstructions byby ItalianItalian L2 L2 learnerslearners

(A)     (A)     BPN BPN PossPoss MovementMovement ParameterParameter
(i)(i) [strong] in German > BPN Poss is raised to the DFinP layer[strong] in German > BPN Poss is raised to the DFinP layer
(ii) [weak] in Italian >BPN (ii) [weak] in Italian >BPN Poss is licensed in the NP lexical layer  through prepositionPoss is licensed in the NP lexical layer  through preposition

(B)    (B)    NP NP RaisingRaising ParameterParameter
(i) (i) [weak] in German> NP is not raised to an intermediate FP positio[weak] in German> NP is not raised to an intermediate FP positionn
(ii) [strong] in Italian > NP is raised to an intermediate FP po(ii) [strong] in Italian > NP is raised to an intermediate FP position sition 

If the L2 word order is to be achieved, Italian L2 learners of GIf the L2 word order is to be achieved, Italian L2 learners of German have to:erman have to:

(1) reset the feature strength responsible for NP Raising from t(1) reset the feature strength responsible for NP Raising from the he strongstrong
Italian value to the Italian value to the weakweak German German valuevalue;;

(2) reset the feature strength responsible for BPN Poss Movement(2) reset the feature strength responsible for BPN Poss Movement from the from the 
weakweak Italian value to the Italian value to the strongstrong German German valuevalue
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The The taskstasks

(A)     an (A)     an oral picture description taskoral picture description task (henceforth (henceforth PDTPDT) administered to ) administered to 
a group of 18 Beginner/Intermediate/Advanced Italian learners ofa group of 18 Beginner/Intermediate/Advanced Italian learners of
German. The same test was administered to a control group of 8 German. The same test was administered to a control group of 8 
native German speakers;native German speakers;

(B)    a (B)    a written sentence completion taskwritten sentence completion task (henceforth (henceforth SCTSCT) ) 
administered to a group of 14 Beginner/Intermediate Italian learadministered to a group of 14 Beginner/Intermediate Italian learners ners 
of German. The same test was administered to a control group of of German. The same test was administered to a control group of 
10 native German speakers.10 native German speakers.
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The PDTThe PDT

AimAim of the taskof the task
ElicitElicit possessive possessive constructionsconstructions of the of the SaxonSaxon Genitive Genitive typetype (25 (25 itemsitems
and 40 and 40 fillersfillers). ). FurthermoreFurthermore the task the task givesgives cuescues on on suppliancesuppliance of of 
inflectionalinflectional morphologymorphology on on nominalnominal modifiersmodifiers ((--s s affixaffix on BPN on BPN PossPoss
and agreement and agreement morphologymorphology on attributive on attributive adjectivesadjectives))

SaxonSaxon genitive genitive constructionsconstructions werewere investigatedinvestigated in in twotwo
structuralstructural conditionsconditions::
(i) in Simple DPs(i) in Simple DPs
(ii) in (ii) in DPsDPs containing an attributive adjectives ( APs of color and containing an attributive adjectives ( APs of color and 
APs of nationality)APs of nationality)

The subjects were asked to look at a drawing while listening to The subjects were asked to look at a drawing while listening to 
some information about the content of the some information about the content of the picturepicture and and toto answeranswer a a 
questionquestion posedposed byby the the investigatorinvestigator
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The PDT The PDT –– example of fillersexample of fillers
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Was macht der Hund?
“What is the dog doing?”

Die Lehrerin trägt eine Bluse. Die Bluse ist grün.
Was trägt die Lehrerin?

“The teacher is wearing a shirt. The shirt is green.
What is the teacher wearing?”

The PDT The PDT –– example of itemsexample of items
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Wessen Koffer ist das?
“Whose luggage is this”

Albert

Dieses Halstuch ist rot.
Wessen rotes Halstuch ist das?

“This scarf is red. Whose red scarf is this?”
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The SCTThe SCT

AimAim of the taskof the task
Investigate the Investigate the tendencytendency toto extendextend a a propertyproperty of the L1 of the L1 toto the the SaxonSaxon
genitive genitive constructionsconstructions, , namelynamely the the coco--occurrenceoccurrence determinersdeterminers and and 
prenominalprenominal possessorspossessors

StructuralStructural conditions conditions investigatedinvestigated ((35 35 fillersfillers and 15 and 15 itemsitems))
(i) Saxon genitive in simple DPs(i) Saxon genitive in simple DPs
(ii) Saxon genitive in DPs containing an attributive a(ii) Saxon genitive in DPs containing an attributive adjectives (APs djectives (APs 
of color, APs of quality and modal APs)of color, APs of quality and modal APs)

The subjects were asked to complete a total of 50 sentences usinThe subjects were asked to complete a total of 50 sentences using g 
lexical/functional elements given in brackets and lexical/functional elements given in brackets and discardingdiscarding onlyonly
one of one of themthem whenwhen theythey deemeddeemed itit necessarynecessary in in orderorder toto constructconstruct a a 
wellwell--formedformed sentence.Thesentence.The ““intruderintruder”” containedcontained in in allall itemsitems werewere a a 
definite definite article.Thearticle.The itemsitems werewere givengiven allall inflectedinflected and in and in GermanGerman
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The SCT The SCT –– example of fillersexample of fillers

(3) (3) BrigitteBrigitte [[ein; braucht; Hotelzimmer; in dem]ein; braucht; Hotelzimmer; in dem]

(i) Expected answer:  (i) Expected answer:  
(3)a (3)a Brigitte braucht ein HotelzimmerBrigitte braucht ein Hotelzimmer

““Brigitte needs a hotel roomBrigitte needs a hotel room””

(ii) Example of a possible non(ii) Example of a possible non--target answer: target answer: 
(3)b *(3)b *Brigitte braucht in dem HotelzimmerBrigitte braucht in dem Hotelzimmer

““Brigitte needs in the hotel roomBrigitte needs in the hotel room””
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The SCT The SCT –– example of itemsexample of items

(4)(4) IchIch [mit ; fahre; Peters Auto; dem; nach Berlin][mit ; fahre; Peters Auto; dem; nach Berlin]

(i) Expected answer:(i) Expected answer:

(4)a (4)a Ich fahre mit Peters Auto nach BerlinIch fahre mit Peters Auto nach Berlin
““I go to Berlin with PeterI go to Berlin with Peter’’s cars car””

(ii) Example of possible non(ii) Example of possible non--target answertarget answer

(4)b(4)b *Ich fahre mit dem Peters Auto nach Berlin*Ich fahre mit dem Peters Auto nach Berlin
““I go to Berlin with the PeterI go to Berlin with the Peter’’s cars car””
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The SCT The SCT –– example of itemsexample of items

(5) Der Polizist(5) Der Polizist [Tasche; Ilses; sucht; rote; die][Tasche; Ilses; sucht; rote; die]

(i) Expected answer:(i) Expected answer:
(5)a (5)a Der Polizist sucht Ilses rote TascheDer Polizist sucht Ilses rote Tasche

““The policeman is looking for IlseThe policeman is looking for Ilse’’s red bags red bag””

(ii) Example of a possible non(ii) Example of a possible non--target answer:target answer:
(5)b *(5)b *Der Polizist sucht die Ilses rote TascheDer Polizist sucht die Ilses rote Tasche

““The policeman is looking for the IlseThe policeman is looking for the Ilse’’s red bags red bag””
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ResettingResetting of BPN of BPN PossPoss MovementMovement ParameterParameter

Initial stateInitial state, , which reflects properties of the L1 grammarwhich reflects properties of the L1 grammar. . 

PDT PDT –– Beginners L2 learners only resort to possessive Beginners L2 learners only resort to possessive 
constructions available in their L1 constructions available in their L1 (Van de Craats et al. (2000) for similar (Van de Craats et al. (2000) for similar 
results))results))..

The use of a case assigner for expressing the possession The use of a case assigner for expressing the possession 
prevails over Saxon genitive DPsprevails over Saxon genitive DPs
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ResettingResetting of BPN of BPN PossPoss MovementMovement ParameterParameter

(6)a     Das ist das Buch von Peter(6)a     Das ist das Buch von Peter
„„This is the book of PeterThis is the book of Peter‘‘ss““

b      Das Buch gehb      Das Buch gehöört Peterrt Peter
““The book belongs to PeterThe book belongs to Peter””

c      *c      *Das Buch gehDas Buch gehöört zu Peterrt zu Peter
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ResettingResetting of BPN of BPN PossPoss MovementMovement ParameterParameter

Initial stateInitial state, which reflects properties of the L1 grammar. , which reflects properties of the L1 grammar. 

SCT SCT -- L2 learners extend a property of their L1 into the L2.L2 learners extend a property of their L1 into the L2.

L2 learners insert the definite determiner when the BPN Poss L2 learners insert the definite determiner when the BPN Poss 
is in prenominal position is in prenominal position (Matteini (1999), Di Domenico and Bennati (2006) (Matteini (1999), Di Domenico and Bennati (2006) 
for similar results)for similar results)
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ResettingResetting of BPN of BPN PossPoss MovementMovement ParameterParameter

(7)a(7)a **Die Annas PizzaDie Annas Pizza
the Annathe Anna--GEN PizzaGEN Pizza

b   *Die Ilses rote Tascheb   *Die Ilses rote Tasche
the Ilsethe Ilse--GEN red bagGEN red bag

c   *Die schwierige Johans Frage c   *Die schwierige Johans Frage 
the difficult Johanthe difficult Johan--GEN questionGEN question
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Figure (2): SCT - Co-occurrence 
determiner and prenominal BPN Poss

Group C
Controls

ResettingResetting of BPN of BPN PossPoss MovementMovement ParameterParameter
Intermediate stateIntermediate state, which is affected by:, which is affected by:

PDT PDT -- a more variability as for the use of Saxon genitive a more variability as for the use of Saxon genitive 
constructions in Intermediate L2 learners. constructions in Intermediate L2 learners. 
Saxon genitive constructions alternate with possessive Saxon genitive constructions alternate with possessive 
constructions expressed through a case assignerconstructions expressed through a case assigner
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Figure (3): PDT - Use of Saxon genitive 
constructions
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ResettingResetting of BPN of BPN PossPoss MovementMovement ParameterParameter

Intermediate stateIntermediate state, which is affected by:, which is affected by:

SCTSCT-- a stage of variability in word order as for the position of BPNa stage of variability in word order as for the position of BPN
Poss. Poss. 

BPN Poss always occurs in postnominal position within BPN Poss always occurs in postnominal position within modified modified 
DPs.DPs.
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ResettingResetting of BPN of BPN PossPoss MovementMovement ParameterParameter

(8) Die Kinder schlafen auf Erwins Bett(8) Die Kinder schlafen auf Erwins Bett

„„The children are sleeping on ErwinThe children are sleeping on Erwin‘‘s beds bed““

(9) Der Polizist sucht die rote Tasche Ilses(9) Der Polizist sucht die rote Tasche Ilses
„„The policeman is looking for the red bag of IlseThe policeman is looking for the red bag of Ilse‘‘ss““
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Poss-AP-N Det-AP-N-Poss

ResettingResetting of BPN of BPN PossPoss MovementMovement ParameterParameter

Discrepancy between simple and modified DPs as for the position Discrepancy between simple and modified DPs as for the position 
of BPN Poss is concernedof BPN Poss is concerned

ProposalProposal: In the process of L2 parameter resetting, a parameter : In the process of L2 parameter resetting, a parameter 
could be could be „„partiallypartially““ set to a new value set to a new value (White (1990), (1991), Hawkins (White (1990), (1991), Hawkins 
(1993), Herschensohn (1998)a).(1993), Herschensohn (1998)a). L2 learners may go through a stage L2 learners may go through a stage 
during which they adopt the L2 value for a give parameter only iduring which they adopt the L2 value for a give parameter only in n 
specific contexts, but not in others.specific contexts, but not in others.

In the Interlanguage grammar of Group B the BPN Poss moIn the Interlanguage grammar of Group B the BPN Poss movement vement 
is restricted to simple DPs only. L2 learners master BPN Poss is restricted to simple DPs only. L2 learners master BPN Poss 
movement with respect to determiners but not with respect to APsmovement with respect to determiners but not with respect to APs
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ResettingResetting of BPN of BPN PossPoss MovementMovement ParameterParameter

Final stateFinal state, which reflects properties of the L2 grammar;, which reflects properties of the L2 grammar;

PDT PDT –– Advanced L2 learners resort to Saxon genitive constructions Advanced L2 learners resort to Saxon genitive constructions 
as the favourite option for expressing the possessionas the favourite option for expressing the possession
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Figure (6): PDT - Use of Saxon genitive 
constructions
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SCT SCT -- Lack of coLack of co--occurrence determineroccurrence determiner--BNP Poss;  lack of word BNP Poss;  lack of word 
order variability as for the position of BPN Possorder variability as for the position of BPN Poss
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Poss-AP-N Det-AP-N-Poss

ResettingResetting of NP of NP RaisingRaising ParameterParameter

Lack of L1 order *NLack of L1 order *N--Adjective in all the two groups of L2 learnersAdjective in all the two groups of L2 learners
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Figure (9): AP-N order. Comparison between PDT and SCT 
according to level of proficiency 
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MainMain findingsfindings

The resetting of BPN Poss movement Parameter is characterized The resetting of BPN Poss movement Parameter is characterized 
by a by a „„threethree--step processstep process““ (initial, intermediate, final state)(initial, intermediate, final state)

The resetting of NP Raising Parameter seems to be possible from The resetting of NP Raising Parameter seems to be possible from 

earlier on.earlier on.
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DissociationDissociation emergedemerged in the in the resettingresetting of of parametersparameters

ProposalProposal:: a reason for such a dissociation may lie in the complexity a reason for such a dissociation may lie in the complexity 
of the syntactic derivation at work in BPN Poss Movement with of the syntactic derivation at work in BPN Poss Movement with 
respect to NP Raising and in the difficulty for L2 learnersrespect to NP Raising and in the difficulty for L2 learners‘‘
computational system to acquire the former derivation with respecomputational system to acquire the former derivation with respect ct 
to the latter:to the latter:

[[SpecDFinPSpecDFinP IlsesIlsesii [[DFinDFin [[SpecIPSpecIP ttii [[I I [[SpecFPSpecFP roterote[[F F [[SpecFPSpecFP TascheTaschejj [[FF [[SpecNPSpecNP ttii [[NPNP ttjj]]]]]]]]]]]]
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BPN Poss Movement

NP Raising

SupplianceSuppliance of of inflectionalinflectional morphologymorphology on on nominalnominal modifiersmodifiers
Missing inflection on prenominal modifier is a restricted Missing inflection on prenominal modifier is a restricted 
phenomenon in the L2 interlanguage grammarsphenomenon in the L2 interlanguage grammars

(10) *Sie ist Uta(10) *Sie ist UtaØØ gelbe Tassegelbe Tasse
„„It is Uta(It is Uta(`̀s) yellow cups) yellow cup““

(11) *Eine gelb(11) *Eine gelbØØ BlumeBlume
„„a yellow flowera yellow flower““
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Figure (10): Missing inflection on nominal 
modifiers
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OnlyOnly 4 out of 10 4 out of 10 subjectssubjects omitomit the appropriate the appropriate morphologymorphology on BPN on BPN PossPoss
OnlyOnly subjectsubject 14 14 consistentlyconsistently avoidsavoids ––s insertions insertion
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Intermediate L2 learners: suppliance of -s affix on 
BPN Poss
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SupplianceSuppliance of of inflectionalinflectional morphologymorphology on on nominalnominal modifiersmodifiers

ProposalProposal: : KnowledgeKnowledge of L2 of L2 adjectivaladjectival agreement agreement categoriescategories isis
availableavailable via L1 transfer in via L1 transfer in ItalianItalian L2 L2 learnerslearners of of GermanGerman. The . The 
residualresidual phenomenonphenomenon of of missingmissing inflectioninflection can can bebe interpretedinterpreted in in 
termsterms of a of a problemproblem of  of  mappingmapping phiphi--featurefeature agreement agreement intointo theirtheir
particularparticular morphologicalmorphological manifestationmanifestation ((LardiereLardiere (1998) a and b, (1998) a and b, LardiereLardiere
(2000), (2000), PrPréévostvost and and WhiteWhite (2000)a and b(2000)a and b))))
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SupplianceSuppliance of of inflectionalinflectional morphologymorphology on on nominalnominal modifiermodifier

Accuracy on morphology suppliance increases considerably Accuracy on morphology suppliance increases considerably according to according to 
proficiency level only in case of the proficiency level only in case of the ––s affix on BPN Posss affix on BPN Poss

ProposalProposal: a : a reasonreason forfor suchsuch a a dissociationdissociation maymay lielie in in anan easiereasier acquisitionacquisition
of of invariableinvariable boundbound morphemesmorphemes ((--s s affixaffix) over ) over variablevariable onesones ((inflectionalinflectional
endingsendings of the of the adjectivaladjectival declensiondeclension in in GermanGerman))
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Figure (11): Missing inflection - Comparison between omission of 
-s affix on BPN Poss and omission of agremment morphology on 
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Do the nonDo the non--target target patternspatterns representrepresent possiblepossible UG UG optionsoptions??

SCTSCT-- Group C:Group C:
CoCo--occurrence determineroccurrence determiner--prenominal BPN Possprenominal BPN Poss

(12)a(12)a **Die Annas PizzaDie Annas Pizza
the Annathe Anna--GEN PizzaGEN Pizza

b *Die Ilses rote Tascheb *Die Ilses rote Tasche
the Ilsethe Ilse--GEN red bagGEN red bag

c   *Die schwierige Johans Frage c   *Die schwierige Johans Frage 
the difficult Johanthe difficult Johan--GEN questionGEN question
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Do the nonDo the non--target target patternspatterns representrepresent possiblepossible UG UG optionsoptions??

(i) High Old German: (i) High Old German: the process of grammaticalization of the process of grammaticalization of 
determiner/possessor complementarity is well attested. Determinedeterminer/possessor complementarity is well attested. Determinerless rless 
possessive constructions alternate with full possessive construcpossessive constructions alternate with full possessive constructionstions

(15)a(15)a Gotes BotoGotes Boto
„„GodGod‘‘s messengers messenger““

b Der Gotes Botob Der Gotes Boto
the Godthe God‘‘s messengers messenger

(16)a  Min Fater(16)a  Min Fater
„„my fathermy father““

b  b  der min Faterder min Fater
„„the my fatherthe my father““

On the On the acquisitionacquisition of of GermanGerman possessive possessive constructionsconstructions byby ItalianItalian L2 L2 learnerslearners

Do the nonDo the non--target target patternspatterns representrepresent possiblepossible UG UG optionsoptions??

(17) Dhemu Gotes sune (Marzolla 1991)(Marzolla 1991)
the-DAT God-GEN son
„To God‘s son“

(18) In daz Ruotgises houc
in the-ACC Ruotgises hill
„in Ruotgis hill“

(19) Duruh den Fredhantes uuigarton
through the-ACC Fredthant-GEN vineyard

„Through Fredthant‘s vineyard“
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Do the nonDo the non--target target patternspatterns representrepresent possiblepossible UG UG optionsoptions??

(20)(20) Davides sunu                                                   Davides sunu                                                   ((MarzollaMarzolla 1991)1991)
„„DavidDavid‘‘s Sons Son““

(21) Iacobes got(21) Iacobes got
„„JacobJacob‘‘s Gods God““

(22) Siones dother(22) Siones dother
„„SionSion‘‘s daughters daughter““
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Do the nonDo the non--target target patternspatterns representrepresent possiblepossible UG UG optionsoptions??

(ii) (ii) Hungarian Hungarian (Szabolcsi 1987, 1994): in Upper Tisza and Decebrencen  (Szabolcsi 1987, 1994): in Upper Tisza and Decebrencen  
dialects proper names do not take an article dialects proper names do not take an article 

(22)a J(22)a Jáános isznos isz--ik ik 
the Janosthe Janos--NOM drinkNOM drink--3sg3sg
““Jano drinksJano drinks””

b *b *a Ja Jáános isznos isz--ik ik 
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Do the nonDo the non--target target patternspatterns representrepresent possiblepossible UG UG optionsoptions??

As possessors, proper names are preceded by a determinerAs possessors, proper names are preceded by a determiner::

(23)a(23)a a Ja Jáános  kalapnos  kalap--ja ja 
the Janosthe Janos--NOM hatNOM hat--POSS.3sgPOSS.3sg
““JanoJano’’s hats hat””

b * b * JJáános  kalapnos  kalap--jaja
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Do the nonDo the non--target target patternspatterns representrepresent possiblepossible UG UG 
optionsoptions??

(iii) Scandinavian dialects: (iii) Scandinavian dialects: In Standard Swedish the definite suffixed  In Standard Swedish the definite suffixed  
marker does not show up in possessive constructions:marker does not show up in possessive constructions:

Standard Swedish Standard Swedish (Holmberg & Sandstr(Holmberg & Sandströöm (1996)m (1996)
(24)(24) lläärarerare--nn--s  boks  bok

teacherteacher--DEFDEF--POSS bookPOSS book
““the teacherthe teacher’’s books book””

In some nothern varieties the same construction appearIn some nothern varieties the same construction appears with the definite s with the definite 
marker on the noun:marker on the noun:

Northern Swedish Northern Swedish (Svenonius (1993)(Svenonius (1993)
(25) Johans  bok(25) Johans  bok--enen

JohanJohan--POSS bookPOSS book--DEFDEF
““JohnJohn’’s books book””
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Do the nonDo the non--target target patternspatterns representrepresent possiblepossible UG UG 
optionsoptions??

(iii) Scandinavian dialects (iii) Scandinavian dialects 
Northern SwedishNorthern Swedish

(26) Janne(26) Janne--s  bils  bil--en         en         (Holmberg & Sandstr(Holmberg & Sandströöm (1996)) m (1996)) 
JanneJanne--POSS carPOSS car--DEFDEF
““JanneJanne’’s cars car””

(27)  Per(27)  Per--s huss hus--et                 (Delsing (2003))et                 (Delsing (2003))
PerPer--POSS casaPOSS casa--DEFDEF
““PerPer’’s houses house””
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Do the nonDo the non--target target patternspatterns representrepresent possiblepossible UG UG optionsoptions??

The coThe co--occurrence determineroccurrence determiner-- (non pronominal) possessor (non pronominal) possessor is is 
attested in the languages of the world.attested in the languages of the world.

Italian learners of German resort to UG options during the proceItalian learners of German resort to UG options during the process ss 
of resetting the BPN Poss Movement Parameter from the L1 to the of resetting the BPN Poss Movement Parameter from the L1 to the 
L2 value.L2 value.
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Do the nonDo the non--target target patternspatterns representrepresent possiblepossible UG UG optionsoptions??
SCTSCT-- Group Group B:B:

(13) Die Kinder schlafen auf Erwins Bett(13) Die Kinder schlafen auf Erwins Bett
„„The children are sleeping on ErwinThe children are sleeping on Erwin‘‘s beds bed““

(14) Der Polizist sucht die rote Tasche Ilses(14) Der Polizist sucht die rote Tasche Ilses
„„The policeman is looking for the red bag of The policeman is looking for the red bag of IlseIlse‘‘ss““

(1) The determiner occurs when BPN Poss movement does not take p(1) The determiner occurs when BPN Poss movement does not take place lace 
(2) BPN Poss movement does not take place when the DP (2) BPN Poss movement does not take place when the DP is modified by is modified by 
an adjectivean adjective
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Do the nonDo the non--target target patternspatterns representrepresent possiblepossible UG UG 
optionsoptions??

NorwegianNorwegian possessive possessive constructionsconstructions: the : the prenominalprenominal position of position of 
possessive possessive pronounspronouns precludesprecludes the the presencepresence of the of the determinerdeterminer. . 
WhenWhen the possessive the possessive pronounpronoun isis postnominalpostnominal, the , the nounnoun hashas the the 
suffixedsuffixed definite definite articlearticle ––a .a .

(28) mi (28) mi bokbok ((VangsnesVangsnes 1999)1999)
““my bookmy book””

(29) (29) bokaboka mimi
bookbook--DEFDEF mymy

(30) (30) *mi*mi bokaboka
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Do the nonDo the non--target target patternspatterns representrepresent possiblepossible UG UG optionsoptions??

Norwegian possessive constructions containing an Norwegian possessive constructions containing an adjectiveadjective: : ifif
the possessive the possessive pronounpronoun isis prenominalprenominal neitherneither the the suffixedsuffixed articlearticle on on 
the the nounnoun nornor the the expletiveexpletive determinerdeterminer maymay occuroccur. . IfIf the possessive the possessive 
isis postnominalpostnominal bothboth articlearticle do do occuroccur

(31) (31) minmin gamlegamle hesthest ((VangsnesVangsnes 1999)1999)
““my old my old horsehorse””

(32) (32) *min*min gamle hestengamle hesten
my old horsemy old horse--DEF DEF 

(33) (33) *den*den min gamle min gamle hestenhesten
the the mymy old old horsehorse--DEFDEF

(34) (34) denden gamlegamle hestenhesten minmin
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Do the nonDo the non--target target patternspatterns representrepresent possiblepossible UG UG optionsoptions??

When acquiring the morphosyntactic properties of GermaWhen acquiring the morphosyntactic properties of German Saxon n Saxon 
genitive constructions, L2 learners of Group B genitive constructions, L2 learners of Group B seemseem toto runrun into the into the 
Norwegian option; Norwegian option; 
TheyThey insertinsert the the determinerdeterminer whenwhen the BPN the BPN PossPoss MovementMovement doesdoes notnot
take take placeplace::

(35)  (35)  ErwinsErwins BettBett
““ErwinErwin’’s s bedbed””

(36) (36) DieDie roterote Tasche Tasche IlsesIlses
““the red bag of Ilsethe red bag of Ilse’’ss””

In the L2 interlanguage grammar In the L2 interlanguage grammar thisthis optionoption isis restrictedrestricted onlyonly toto
possessive possessive DPsDPs containingcontaining anan attibutiveattibutive APsAPs..
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AnalizingAnalizing the the thethe pattern of pattern of GroupGroup B: a B: a furtherfurther speculationspeculation

[[SpecDFinPSpecDFinP IlsesIlsesii [[DFinDFin [[SpecIPSpecIP ttii [[I I [[SpecFPSpecFP rote[rote[F F [[SpecFPSpecFP TascheTaschejj [[FF [[SpecNPSpecNP ttii [[NPNP ttjj]]]]]]]]]]]]

•• BPN Poss movement over APs conforms to locality condition. BPN Poss movement over APs conforms to locality condition. AnAn
AP AP thatthat intervenesintervenes betweenbetween the BPN the BPN PossPoss and and itsits tracetrace cannotcannot
functionfunction asas antecedentantecedent forfor BPN BPN PossPoss tracetrace..
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AnalizingAnalizing the the thethe pattern of pattern of GroupGroup B: a B: a furtherfurther speculationspeculation

[[SpecDFinPSpecDFinP[[DFinDFin die [die [IPIP[[SpecFPSpecFP roterote[[F F [[SpecFPSpecFP TascheTaschejj [[FF [[SpecFPSpecFP IlsesIlsesii [[FF[[SpecNPSpecNP tti   i   [[NPNP ttjj]]]]]]]]]]]]

•• In the interlanguage grammar of L2 learners of Group B, the AP sIn the interlanguage grammar of L2 learners of Group B, the AP seems to act as intervener. eems to act as intervener. 
It blocks BPN It blocks BPN PossPoss movementmovement toto SpecIPSpecIP..

•• Rizzi (2002): RM Rizzi (2002): RM effectseffects are are foundfound withinwithin the the samesame featuralfeatural class class butbut notnot acrossacross classesclasses..

•• Tentative proposal: in the L2 interlanguage grammar of Group B, Tentative proposal: in the L2 interlanguage grammar of Group B, the BPN Poss the BPN Poss withwith ––s affix s affix 
is analysed as a is analysed as a ““purepure”” modificational element rather than an argumental element (this modificational element rather than an argumental element (this could could 
be due to the fact that possessive pronouns have the categorial be due to the fact that possessive pronouns have the categorial status of adjectives in status of adjectives in 
Italian). As a consequence, an attributive AP may act as potentiItalian). As a consequence, an attributive AP may act as potential intervener in the local al intervener in the local 
relation between the BPN Poss and its trace. relation between the BPN Poss and its trace. 
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WhatWhat doesdoes thisthis studystudy telltell usus aboutabout the the processprocess of of parameterparameter
resettingresetting in L2 in L2 acquisitionacquisition??

L2 learners are able to change parametric values responsible forL2 learners are able to change parametric values responsible for
word order asymmetries word order asymmetries betweenbetween the L1 and the L2, the L1 and the L2, namelynamely the the 
differentdifferent positionspositions of the of the nounnoun and of BPN and of BPN PossPoss in possessive  in possessive  
constructionsconstructions

L2 learners may show different L2 learners may show different pathspaths in dealing with a parametric in dealing with a parametric 
variation, including the fact that a parameter could be variation, including the fact that a parameter could be ““partiallypartially”” set set 
to a new value. As a consequence, interlanguage grammars to a new value. As a consequence, interlanguage grammars maymay
show show masterymastery and and nonnon--masterymastery of a of a givengiven parameterparameter..

IncompletenessIncompleteness of of parameterparameter resettingresetting observedobserved in some L2 in some L2 
learnerslearners of of thisthis studystudy can can bebe takentaken asas evidenceevidence forfor the the factfact thatthat
interlanguageinterlanguage productionsproductions reppresentreppresent possiblepossible UG UG optionsoptions..
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